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Fritz Reiner was one of the most acclaimed conductors of the 20th century -- noted for the vast range of his repertoire, which included 
both symphonic and operatic pieces spanning from the traditional canon to contemporary material, he was also an in�uential educator 
who counted among his pupils Leonard Bernstein. Reiner was born in Budapest, Hungary, on December 19, 1888; despite earning a law 
degree from the University of Bucharest, he pursued a career in music, and at age 21 was 
named chorusmaster of the Budapest Opera. A stint as conductor with the Budapest 
Volksoper followed before Reiner was chosen in 1914 to serve as principal conductor of 
the Royal Opera in Dresden, where he collaborated with Richard Strauss on productions 
of several of the composer's early operas.
  In 1922 Reiner left Europe to relocate to America, settling in Cincinnati, OH, and signing 
on as conductor with the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra; a decade later he was tapped 
to head the orchestral and opera departments at Philadelphia's Curtis Institute of Music, 
where his students included Bernstein. After next serving as the music director of the 
Pittsburgh Symphony between 1938 and 1948, he served �ve years with the 
Metropolitan Opera. While Reiner's frequent migration might have been attributed 
largely to a restless creativity, he was also a notoriously di�cult personality who 
frequently alienated those around him -- many of the musicians under his command 
openly loathed him, although he inevitably inspired the best work of their careers.
  Reiner's own best work was undoubtedly his tenure with the Chicago Symphony 
Orchestra, which he elevated into one of the most celebrated ensembles in the world. 
Moving over to the CSO in 1953, he not only established the orchestra as a top-�ight live 
attraction but also as a popular recording entity -- the countless albums they made for 
RCA's Living Stereo series during Reiner's decade-long tenure were much acclaimed by 
collectors for both the power of the performances and the unusually high �delity of the recordings themselves. Releases like Fritz Reiner 
Conducts Richard Strauss and Fritz Reiner Conducts Bartók in particular remain de�nitive interpretations of the composers in question. 
Health problems forced Reiner to resign his position in 1962, and he died in New York City on November 15 of the following year.
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La mer is a masterpiece of suggestion and subtlety in its rich depiction of the ocean, which combines unusual 
orchestration with daring impressionistic harmonies. The work has proven very in�uential, and its use of sensuous tonal 
colours and its orchestration methods have in�uenced many later �lm scores. While the structure of the work places it 
outside of both absolute music and programme music (see below on the title "Three symphonic sketches") as those terms 
were understood in the early 20th century, it obviously uses descriptive devices to suggest wind, waves and the ambience 
of the sea. But structuring a piece around a nature subject without any literary or human element to it – neither people, 
nor mythology, nor ships are suggested in the piece – also was highly unusual at the time.
As a young boy, Debussy's parents had plans for him to join the navy. Debussy himself even commented on his fond 
childhood memories of the beauties of the sea. However, as an adult composing "La mer," he rarely visited the sea, 
spending most of his time far away from large bodies of water. Debussy drew inspiration from art, "preferring the 
seascapes available in painting and literature..." to the physical sea. This in�uence lends the piece its unusual nature.
Debussy called La mer "three symphonic sketches," avoiding the loaded term symphony. Yet the work is sometimes called 
a symphony; it consists of two powerful outer movements framing a lighter, faster piece which acts as a type of scherzo. 
But the author Jean Barraqué describes La mer as the �rst work to have an "open" form – a devenir sonore or "sonorous 
becoming... a developmental process in which the very notions of exposition and development coexist in an 
uninterrupted burst." Simon Trezise, in his book Debussy: La Mer notes, however, that "motifs are constantly propagated 
by derivation from earlier motifs".
Simon Trezise notes that "for much of La Mer, Debussy spurns the more obvious devices associated with the sea, wind, and 
concomitant storm in favor of his own, highly individual vocabulary". Caroline Potter adds that Debussy's depiction of the 
sea "avoids monotony by using a multitude of water �gurations that could be classi�ed as musical onomatopoeia: they 
evoke the sensation of swaying movement of waves and suggest the pitter-patter of falling droplets of spray" (and so 
forth), and — signi�cantly — avoid the arpeggiated triads used by Wagner and Schubert to evoke the movement of 
water.
The author, musicologist and pianist Roy Howat has observed, in his book Debussy in Proportion, that the formal 
boundaries of La mer correspond exactly to the mathematical ratios called The Golden Section. Trezise �nds the intrinsic 
evidence "remarkable," but cautions that no written or reported evidence suggests that Debussy consciously sought such 
proportions.
Reception[edit]
The piece was initially not well received – partly because of inadequate rehearsal and partly because of Parisian outrage 
over Debussy's having recently left his �rst wife for the singer Emma Bardac. But it soon became one of Debussy's most 
admired and frequently performed orchestral works, and became more so in the ensuing century. The �rst recording was 
made by Piero Coppola in 1928.
The Grand Hotel, Eastbourne where La mer was completed in 1905.
In a book of interviews,[4] the great Ukrainian/Soviet pianist Sviatoslav Richter called La mer "A piece that I rank 
alongside the St Matthew Passion and the Ring cycle as one of my favorite works". Richter said further, on listening to his 
favorite recording (by Roger Désormière), "La mer again; shall I ever tire of listening to it, of contemplating it and 

breathing its atmosphere? And each time is like the �rst time! An enigma, a miracle of natural reproduction; no, even more 
than that, sheer magic!" Richter also mentioned two other Soviet admirers of the work: "One day, after listening to this 
work, Anna Ivanovna exclaimed, 'For me, it's exactly the same miracle as the sea itself!'". Richter also said that for his 
teacher, Heinrich Neuhaus, La mer was "the work by Debussy that he loved above all others ('Slava, put on La mer,' he almost 
always used to say whenever he came round here.)". Of the Désormière recording, which he played for Neuhaus, Richter said 
it is "The most beautiful in the whole history of the gramophone."
Mephisto Waltz No. 1 is the best-known of the series and, together with No. 3, the most praised musically.
Mephisto Waltz No. 1, Der Tanz in der Dorfschenke (The Dance in the Village Inn) is the second of two short works he wrote 
for orchestra. While the work preceding it, Midnight Procession ("Der nächtliche Zug"), is rarely given (though both works 
have been recorded together), the waltz has been a concert favorite, with its passion, sensuality and dramatics generating 
an emotional impact. James Huneker described the work's "langourous syncopated melody" as "one of the most voluptuous 
episodes outside of the Tristan score."

The Mephisto Waltz No. 1 is a typical example of program music, taking for its program an episode from Faust, not by Goethe 
but by Nikolaus Lenau (1802–50). The following program note, which Liszt took from Lenau, appears in the printed score:
There is a wedding feast in progress in the village inn, with music, dancing, carousing. Mephistopheles and Faust pass by, 
and Mephistopheles induces Faust to enter and take part in the festivities. Mephistopheles snatches the �ddle from the 
hands of a lethargic �ddler and draws from it indescribably seductive and intoxicating strains. The amorous Faust whirls 
about with a full-blooded village beauty in a wild dance; they waltz in mad abandon out of the room, into the open, away 
into the woods. The sounds of the �ddle grow softer and softer, and the nightingale warbles his love-laden song."
Liszt intended to publish the Waltz simultaneously with the Night Procession: "...The publication of the two Lenau's Faust 
episodes... I entrust to Schuberth's own judgement; as to whether the piano version or the score appears �rst, makes no 
di�erence to me; the only important thing is that both pieces should appear simultaneously, the Night Procession as No.1 
and the Mephisto Waltz as No.2. There is naturally no thematic relationship between the two pieces; but they are related 
nonetheless by all the contrasts of emotions. A Mephisto of this kind may only arise from such a poodle!..." Liszt’s request 
was not ful�lled and the two episodes were published separately.
The waltz was conceived as both an orchestra and a piano work. Three versions, orchestral (S.110/2), piano duet (S.599/2) 
and piano solo, (S.514), all date more or less from the same period (1859–62). The piano duet version is a straightforward 
transcription of the orchestral version, while the solo piano version is an independent composition. Liszt dedicated the 
piece to Carl Tausig, his favourite pupil.
The orchestral version also has an alternate, softer ending which, while not as rousing as the usual coda, some critics argue 
is closer to the intent of Lenau's tale.[citation needed] While this ending is not often heard in the concert hall, both Fritz 
Reiner and James Conlon have recorded it. He also provided two extra passages for the piano solo version. It is not known 
when Liszt wrote these extra passages, but it was a habit of his later years to make alterations while teaching his works to 
his pupils.



 Please Note:  In the interest of preserving the superb sound quality of these historic recordings, they have been preserved in 
their original,  pristine state for maximum �delity. Transferred from commercially released, analog reel-to-reel tapes (some of 

which are more than 50 years old), the recordings themselves can be subject to certain "artifacts" which are an inseparable part 
of the original analog recording process, such as tape "hiss" or other defects, and these may be audible on certain music tracks.  

 Because your CD or DVD-A was individually "burned" in order to realize superior sound quality to stamped, mass-produced 
versions, microscopic cosmetic blemishes may be visible. Please regard these tiny marks as  evidence of the "human touch" in 
the care and individual attention that each and every HDTT disc receives during its very demanding  manufacturing process.
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